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Google Location Source Technologies

IP Geolocation

City level accuracy

Works well on the desktop, no power cost

Cell Tower Triangulation

Neighborhood or city level accuracy

Requires a connected mobile device

Wi-Fi Mac Addresses

Street level accuracy

Requires a Wi-Fi enabled device

GPS or Assisted-GPS

Best available accuracy

Power cost and unavailable indoors



Cellular Location

Two-step, crowd-sourcing approach:
1. Estimate cellular tower location using crowd-source data
2. At serving time, depends on the content in the query, compute device 

location using: a: nearest tower, b: neighbor towers and or c: fingerprint

Advantage:
Crowd sourcing does not required lengthy negotiation and contract with 
every service providers
Easier to support various devices

Disadvantage:
Crowd-source data can be full of noises
Keeping up with changes in network is still challenging



Wi-Fi Location

Similar to Cellular, however
Wi-Fi radius is much much smaller: 30m to 200m vs 500m 
to 2000m
Wi-Fi Access Point density distribution is more extreme: 
extremely high in urban area, extremely low in rural area
Most Wi-Fi AP are consumer grade, the RF is usually low 
quality and the radiation patterns among different vendors 
are usually poor
Bad MAC address assignment: Ad-hoc, tethering mode, 
duplicated addresses
Mobile APs



Accuracy Case Study: San Francisco

Old algorithms
centroid-based 
technology
used until Q2/2010
60 m at 80% confidence

New algorithms
based on MLE (maximum 
likelyhood estimation)
<50 m accuracy at 80% 
confidence.

 
Higher value indicates better accuracy
lower value indicates better accuracy

*data is obtained from internal tests



Accuracy outside of United States

Europe and Scandinavia

within 60m 90% of the time 
*data is obtained from internal tests

East Asia

*data is obtained from internal tests





Google Location Service Coverage

Data collected from:
Cell towers
WiFi access points
Handset manufacturers 
with participating users

Rio De Janeiro, Brazil

Amsterdam, Netherlands

WiFi coverage in 
San Francisco

San Francisco, US



Future Work

Further improve accuracy and precision
crowd source data quality
noise detection and removal algorithms
various localization algorithms

A highly differentiated and accurate approach for indoor 
location targeting
Better phone battery life preservation



Services and Applications



Used extensively across Google properties



Google Latitude

Latitude first launched as way to 
share your location with friends

Continuous location reporting on 
Android, Blackberry, Windows 
Mobile, Nokia & iGoogle

Over 3 million active users

Approaching 100 million daily 
location reports

Many applications would benefit from 
this location information, but it's not 
practical to have multiple location 
services running on your phone



Access Google Location Service

HTML5 Geolocation

Firefox

Chrome

Android Browser

Gears Geolocation

Safari

Internet Explorer

Internet Explorer w/ Google Toolbar

Android's native Location Manager

These APIs determine location through a mix of 
different location sources



Google Latitude API

Launching in May 2010

Latitude has always put users in charge of their privacy

Per-friend sharing and granularity control

Latitude API follows the same privacy model

Users must explicitly authorize each application

Current location or location history

City level or best available granularity

Easy to revoke access at any time

No firehose of data

No friend locations



Latitude API Concepts

The Latitude API is an authenticated RESTful API

All API operations are based around the concept of 
user location

User location is represented by a location resource

The Latitude API provides two groups of resources:

Current Location

Location History

Location can be viewed at either the best available 
granularity, or city-level only



What could this enable?

Automatically geotag your travel photos based on EXIF 
data joined with your location history

Receive LinkedIn alerts when anyone in your network is 
at the same conference

Improved anti-fraud detection for your credit cards

iPhone location reporters with iPhone OS 4.0

AlertMe.com home automation to warm up the house

University research of travel patterns, health, etc.

What else?



What Is a Place

"Public locations that people care about"

Park, monument, beach

Restaurant, hospital, shop

Country, city, neighborhood, street



Places Primer

Why Care?
More compact and meaningful

LatLng requires a map

Better reflects how people think and communicate

Subjective qualities: preferences, status, coolness



Place Pages



Places at Google

Google Maps / Local Search

Google Place Pages

Goal: one page for every place in the world

Aggregates the internet around a place

Photos and videos

Reviews and rating

Related pages and maps



Summary

Providing accurate, scalable location solution anywhere, 
anytime, still presents multi-dimensional challenges.
There are many ways to access our results: from provioding 
location resolution to end devices, to real-time access of 
your friends (with their consents), to localized search, near-
by places search, etc. We hope there will be something we 
provide can benefit your research.



Places and the Maps API

Where does Google stand?

Continuously compile places to build Google Maps

Strong relationship with data providers

Infrastructure and expertise 



Introducing Nearby Places

Component of Maps API

Familiarity

Efficiency

Goals

Help developers connect their users to places

Allow developers to harness Google's places DB

Use cases / capabilities

Users looking for a place

Users looking to learn about a place

Users looking to have conversations about a place

Small but lots of potential



What About Developers?

Developer pain points

Lack of support for business search in the Maps API

Requires separate API (AJAX Search API)

Types, data formats, programming conventions

No unified concept of a place

Different terms of service

Increased interest for location based services

Check-in based social games

Location based media and advertising



More Information

W3C API: http://dev.w3.org/geo/api/spec-source.html
Latitude API: http://code.google.com/apis/latitude/
Places API: http://code.google.
com/apis/maps/documentation/places/

http://dev.w3.org/geo/api/spec-source.html
http://code.google.com/apis/latitude/
http://code.google.com/apis/maps/documentation/places/
http://code.google.com/apis/maps/documentation/places/

